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Conclusion
The first formal approach for cyberforensic analysis and event reconstruction appeared in two papers [GP04, Gla05] by Gladyshev et al. that relies on the finite-state automata (FSA) and their transformation and operation to model evidence, witnesses, stories told by witnesses, and their possible evaluation.

One of the examples the papers present is the use-case for the proposed technique – the ACME Printer Case Investigation. See [GP04] for the formalization using FSA by Gladyshev and the corresponding LISP implementation.
We aim at the same case to model and implement it using the new approach, which paves a way to be more friendly and usable in the actual investigator’s work and serve as a basis to further development in the area.
In this work we model the ACME (a fictitious company name) printer case incident and make its specification in Forensic Lucid, a Lucid- and intensional-logic-based programming language for cyberforensic analysis and event reconstruction specification.

The printer case involves a dispute between two parties that was previously solved using the finite-state automata (FSA) approach, and is now re-done in a more usable way in Forensic Lucid.
Our simulation is based on the said case modeling by encoding concepts like evidence and the related witness accounts as an evidential statement context in a Forensic Lucid program, which is an input to the transition function that models the possible deductions in the case. We then invoke the transition function (actually its reverse) with the evidential statement context to see if the evidence we encoded agrees with one’s claims and then attempt to reconstruct the sequence of events that may explain the claim or disprove it.
Intensional Cyberforensics I

- Intensional Cyberforensics project
  - Cyberforensics
  - Case modeling and analysis
  - Event reconstruction
  - Language and Programming Environment
- Forensic Lucid – functional intensional forensic case programming and specification language, covering:
  - Syntax
  - Semantics
  - Compiler
  - Run-time System
  - General Intensional Programming System (GIPSY)
Intensional Cyberforensics II

- Operational aspects:
  - Operators
  - Operational Semantics

- Based on:
  - Lucid
  - Higher-Order Intensional Logic (HOIL)
  - Intensional Programming
Lucid I

- Lucid [WA85, AFJW95, AW77b, AW76, AW77a] is a dataflow intensional and functional programming language.
- In fact, it is a family of languages that are built upon intensional logic (which in turn can be understood as a multidimensional generalization of temporal logic) involving context and demand-driven parallel computation model.
- A program written in some Lucid dialect is an expression that may have subexpressions that need to be evaluated at certain context.
Given the set of dimension $D = \{dim_i\}$ in which an expression varies, and a corresponding set of indexes or tags defined as placeholders over each dimension, the context is represented as a set of $<dim_i: tag_i>$ mappings and each variable in Lucid, called often a stream, is evaluated in that defined context that may also evolve using context operators [PMT08, Ton08, WAP05, Wan06].

The generic version of Lucid, GIPL [Paq99], defines two basic operators @ and # to navigate in the contexts (switch and query).

The GIPL was the first generic programming language of all intensional languages, defined by the means of only two intensional operators @ and #.
Lucid III

- It has been proven that other intensional programming languages of the Lucid family can be translated into the GIPL [Paq99].
- Since the Lucid family of language thrived around intensional logic that makes the notion of context explicit and central, and recently, a first class value [WAP05, Wan06, PMT08, Ton08] that can be passed around as function parameters or as return values and have a set of operators defined upon.
- We greatly draw on this notion by formalizing our evidence and the stories as a contextual specification of the incident to be tested for consistency against the incident model specification.
In our specification model we require more than just atomic context values – we need a higher-order context hierarchy to specify different level of detail of the incident and being able to navigate into the “depth” of such a context.

A similar provision by has already been made by the author [Mok08] and earlier works of Swoboda et al. in [Swo04, SW00, SP04b, SP04a] that needs some modifications to the expressions of the cyberforensic context.

Some other languages can be referred to as intensional even though they may not refer to themselves as such, and were born after Lucid (Lucid began in 1974).
Examples include hardware-description languages (HDLs, appeared in 1977) where the notion of time (often the only “dimension”, and usually progresses only forward), e.g. Verilog and VHDL.

Another branch of newer languages for the becoming popular is aspect-oriented programming (AOP) languages, that can have a notion of context explicitly, but primarily focused on software engineering aspect of software evolution and maintainability.
Forensic Lucid I

- A summary of the concepts and considerations in the design of the Forensic Lucid language, large portions of which were studied in the earlier work [MP08, MPD08].
- The end goal of the language design is to define its constructs to concisely express cyberforensic evidence as context of evaluations, which can be initial state of the case towards what we have actually observed (as corresponding to the final state in the Gladyshev’s FSM).
- One of the evaluation engines (a topic of another paper) of the implementing system [The12] is designed to backtrace intermediate results to provide the corresponding event reconstruction path if it exists.
The result of the expression in its basic form is either *true* or *false*, i.e. “guilty” or “not guilty” given the evidential evaluation context per explanation with the backtrace(s).

There can be multiple backtraces, that correspond to the explanation of the evidence (or lack thereof).
Gladyshev’s Meaning and Explanation Hierarchy
Higher Order Context

- HOCs represent essentially nested contexts, modeling evidential statement for forensic specification evaluation.
- Such a context representation can be modeled as a tree in an OO ontology or a context set.
Figure: Nested Context Hierarchy Example for Digital Investigation
This is one of the cases we re-examine from the Gladyshev’s FSA approach [GP04].

- The local area network at some company called ACME Manufacturing consists of two personal computers and a networked printer.
- The cost of running the network is shared by its two users Alice (A) and Bob (B).
- Alice, however, claims that she never uses the printer and should not be paying for the printer consumables.
- Bob disagrees, he says that he saw Alice collecting printouts.
- According to the manufacturer, the printer works as follows:
ACME Manufacturing Printing Case II

1. When a print job is received from the user, it is stored in the first unallocated directory entry of the print job directory.
2. The printing mechanism scans the print job directory from the beginning and picks the first active job.
3. After the job is printed, the corresponding directory entry is marked as “deleted”, but the name of the job owner is preserved.
4. The printer can accept only one print job from each user at a time.
5. Initially, all directory entries are empty.
ACME Manufacturing Printing Case III

The investigator finds the current state of the printer’s buffer as:

1. Job From B Deleted
2. Job From B Deleted
3. Empty
4. Empty
5. ...

Gladyshev’s Printer Case State Machine
Paths Leading to \((B_{\text{Deleted}}, B_{\text{Deleted}})\)
alice_claim @ es
where
evidential statement es = [ printer, manuf, alice ];

observation sequence printer = F;
observation sequence manuf = [ Oempty, $ ];
observation sequence alice = [ Oalice, F ];

observation F = ( ‘ ‘ B_deleted ’ ’ , 1, 0 );
observation Oalice = ( P_alice , 0, +inf );
observation Oempty = ( ‘ ‘ empty ’ ’ , 1, 0 );

// No ‘ ‘add_A’ ’
P_alice = unordered { ‘ ‘add_B’ ’ , ‘ ‘ take ’ ’ };

invpsiacme(F, es);
end;

Listing 1: Developing the Pinter Case Example 3
Transition Function” $\psi$ in Forensic Lucid

```
acmepsi(c, s, d) =
  // Add a print job from Alice
  if c == "add_A" then
    if d1 == "A" || d2 == "A" then s;
    else
      if d1 in S then "A" fby.d d2;
      else
        if d2 in S then d1 fby.d "A";
        else s;
    // Add a print job from Bob
  else if c == "add_B" then
    if d1 == "B" || d2 == "B" then s;
    else
      if d1 in S then "B" fby.d d2;
      else
        if d2 in S then d1 fby.d "B";
        else s;
  // Printer takes the job per manufacturer specification
  else if c == "take" then
    if d1 == "A" then "A_deleted" fby.d d2;
    else
      if d1 == "B" then "B" fby.d d2;
      else
        if d2 == "A" then d1 fby.d "A_deleted";
        else
          if d2 == "B" then d1 fby.d "B_deleted";
        end;
  // Done
  else s fby.d cod;

where
  dimension d;
  S = ["empty", "A_deleted", "B_deleted"];
  d1 = first.d s;
  d2 = next.d d1;
end;
```

Listing 1.5. “Transition Function” $\psi$ in Forensic Lucid for the ACME Printing Case
Inverse Transition Function $\psi^{-1}$ in Forensic Lucid

```plaintext
inverse($s$, $d$) = backtraces
where
  backtraces = [A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M];

  A = if $d1$ == "A\_deleted"
    then $d2$ phy.d "A" phy.d "take" else end;

  B = if $d1$ == "B\_deleted"
    then $d2$ phy.d "B" phy.d "take" else end;

  C = if $d2$ == "A\_deleted" && $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "B"
    then $d1$ phy.d "A" phy.d "take" else end;

  D = if $d2$ == "B\_deleted" && $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "B"
    then $d1$ phy.d "B" phy.d "take" else end;

  E = if $d1$ in S && $d2$ in S
    then $s$ phy.d "take" else end;

  F = if $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "A"
    then
      $d2$ phy.d "empty" phy.d "add_A",
      $d2$ phy.d "A\_deleted" phy.d "add_A",
      $d2$ phy.d "B\_deleted" phy.d "add_A"
    else end;

  G = if $d1$ == "B" && $d2$ == "B"
    then
      $d2$ phy.d "empty" phy.d "add_B",
      $d2$ phy.d "A\_deleted" phy.d "add_B",
      $d2$ phy.d "B\_deleted" phy.d "add_B"
    else end;

  H = if $d1$ == "B" && $d2$ == "A"
    then
      $d1$ phy.d "empty" phy.d "add_A",
      $d1$ phy.d "A\_deleted" phy.d "add_A",
      $d1$ phy.d "B\_deleted" phy.d "add_A"
    else end;

  I = if $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "B"
    then
      $d1$ phy.d "empty" phy.d "add_B",
      $d1$ phy.d "A\_deleted" phy.d "add_B",
      $d1$ phy.d "B\_deleted" phy.d "add_B"
    else end;

  J = if $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "A"
    then $s$ phy.d "add_A" else end;

  K = if $d1$ == "A" && $d2$ == "A"
    then $s$ phy.d "add_B" else end;

  L = if $d1$ == "B" && $d2$ == "A"
    then $s$ phy.d "add_A" else end;

  M = if $d1$ == "B" && $d2$ == "B"
    then $s$ phy.d "add_B" else end;

where
  dimension $d$;
  S = ["empty", "A\_deleted", "B\_deleted"];
  $d1$ = first.d $s$;
  $d2$ = next.d $d1$;
  end;
```

Listing 1.6. "Inverse Transition Function" $\psi^{-1}$ in Forensic Lucid for the ACME Manufacturing Printing Case.
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Reasoning with Forensic Lucid in a Printer Case
We presented the basic overview of Forensic Lucid, its concepts, ideas, and dedicated purpose – to model, specify, and evaluate digital forensics cases.

The process of doing so is significantly simpler and more manageable than the previously proposed FSM model and its common LISP realization. At the same time, the language is founded in more than 30 years research on correctness and soundness of programs and the corresponding mathematical foundations of the Lucid language, which is a significant factor should a Forensic Lucid-based analysis be presented in court.
We re-wrote in Forensic Lucid one of the sample cases initial modeled by Gladyshev in the FSM and Common LISP to show the specification is indeed more manageable and comprehensible than the original and fits in two pages in this paper.

We also still realize by looking at the examples the usability aspect is still desired to be improved further for the investigators, especially when modeling $\psi$ and $\psi^{-1}$, as a potential limitation, prompting one of the future work items to address it further.
In general, the proposed practical approach in the cyberforensics field can also be used to model and evaluate normal investigation process involving crimes not necessarily associated with information technology.

Combined with an expert system (e.g. implemented in CLIPS [Ril09]), it can also be used in training new staff in investigation techniques. The notion of hierarchical contexts as first-class values brings more understanding of the process to the investigators in cybercrime case management tools.
Future Work

- Formally prove equivalence to the FSA approach.
- Adapt/re-implement a graphical UI based on the data-flow graph tool [Din04, MPD11] to simplify Forensic Lucid programming further for not very tech-savvy investigators by making it visual. The listings provided are not very difficult to read and quite manageable to comprehend, but any visual aid is always an improvement.
- Refine the semantics of Lucx’s context sets and their operators to be more sound, including Box and Range.
- Explore and exploit the notion of credibility factors of the evidence and witnesses fully.
- Release a full standard Forensic Lucid specification.
We augment the notion of observation to be formalized as:

\[ o = (P, \text{min}, \text{max}, w, t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with the \( w \) being the credibility or trustworthiness weight of that observation, and the \( t \) being an optional wall-clock timestamp. With \( w = 1 \) the \( o \) would be equivalent to the original model proposed by Gladyshev.

We define the total credibility of an observation sequence as an average of all the weights in this observation sequence.

\[ W_{\text{naive}} = \frac{\sum(w_i)}{n} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
A less naive way of calculating weights is using some pre-existing functions. What comes to mind is the activation functions used in artificial neural networks (ANNs), e.g.

\[ W_{ANN} = \sum \frac{1}{1 + e^{-nw_i}} \] (3)

The witness stories or evidence with higher scores of \( W \) have higher credibility. With lower scores therefore less credibility and more tainted evidence.
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